A Punch Studio fabric collection
produced by Hoffman California Fabrics
Quilt design by Nancy Mahoney • Quilt size: 61½" x 77½" • Block size: 10" x 14"

Yardage
Cream Quilt
Fabric A

Black Quilt

K7164 33G
K7168 4G
Cream Gold
Black Gold
Fabric B
K7166 33G
K7166 4G
Cream Gold
Black Gold
Fabric C
K7163 231G
K7167 33G
Garnet Gold
Cream Gold
Fabric D
K7167 33G
K7170 231G
Cream Gold
Garnet Gold
Fabric E
K7163 178G
K7167 4G
Leaf Gold
Black gold
Fabric F
K7167 231G
K7163 178G
Garnet Gold
Leaf Gold
Fabric G
K7169 33G
K7169 4G
Cream Gold
Black Gold
Backing: 3 ³⁄₄ yards of any Merry Birds fabrics

Sky-Blue Quilt

Amount

Used for

K7164 16G
Sky Gold
K7166 16G
Sky Gold
G8555 22G
Ivory gold
K7170 16G
Sky Gold
K7167 231G
Garnet Gold
J9216 A64G
Antique tan Gold
K7169 16G
Sky Gold

³⁄₄ yard

Blocks

³⁄₄ yard

Blocks

1 yard

Blocks

1 ¹⁄₂ yards

Sashing

⁷⁄₈ yard
³⁄₈ yard

Sashing and
binding
Inner border

1 ¹⁄₄ yard

Outer border

Batting: 65" x 81" piece of Fairfield/American Spirit classic cotton

Cutting
All strips are cut across the width of fabric (wof).

3. Sew 1¼"-wide fabric D strips to both long edges
of the 1"-wide fabric E strip to make a strip set.
Cut the strip set into (25) 1"-wide segments.

From Fabric A, cut:
 (2) 12½" x wof strips; crosscut into
(8) 8½" x 12½" rectangles

4. Sew 1¼" x 2½" fabric D rectangles to opposite

From Fabric B, cut:
 (2) 12½" x wof strips; crosscut into
(8) 8½" x 12½" rectangles

5. Sew two 2¼"-wide fabric E strips, two 2¼"-wide

From Fabric C, cut:
 (22) 1½" x 42" strips; cut into:
(32) 1½" x 10½" rectangles
(32) 1½" x 12½" rectangles
From Fabric D, cut:
 (1) 3" x wof strip; cut into (2) 3" x 21" strips
 (1) 2¼" x wof strip; cut in to (2) 2¼" x 21" strips
 (33) 1¼" x wof strip; cut (31) of the strips into
(40) 1¼" x 14½" rectangles
(40) 1¼" x 10½" rectangles
(50) 1¼" x 2½" rectangles
From Fabric E, cut:
 (1) 4½" x wof strip; cut into:
(1) 4½" x 21" strip
(1) 3½" x 21" strip
 (1) 3" x wof strip; cut into (2) 3" x 21" strips
 (1) 2¼" x wof strip; cut into (2) 2¼" x 21" strips
 (1) 1" x wof strip
 (8) 2¼" x wof binding strips

sides of each segment from step 3 to make 25
sashing blocks.
fabric D strips, and one 3½"-wide fabric E strip
together along their long edges to make a strip
set. Cut the strip set into (20) 1"-wide segments.

6. Sew 1¼" x 10½" fabric D rectangles to opposite
sides of each segment from step 5 to make 20
horizontal sashing strips.

7. Sew two 3"-wide fabric E strips, two 3"-wide
fabric D strips, and one 4½"-wide fabric E strip
together along their long edges to make a strip
set. Cut the strip set into (20) 1"-wide segments.

From Fabric F, cut:
 (6) 1½" x wof inner-border strips
From Fabric G, cut:
 (8) 5" x wof outer-border strips

Construction
1. Sew 1½" x 12½" fabric C strips to opposite sides

8. Sew 1¼" x 14½" fabric D rectangles to opposite

of each fabric A rectangle. Press the seam
allowance toward the C strips. Sew 1½" x 10½"
fabric C strips to the top and bottom of the fabric
A rectangle to complete block A and press. Make 8
of block A.

sides of each segment from step 7 to make 20
vertical sashing strips.

2. Repeat step 1, using the remaining fabric C
strips and the fabric B rectangles to make 8 of
block B.

9. Arrange and sew together five sashing blocks
from step 4 and four horizontal sashing strips,
beginning and ending with a sashing block as
shown in the photo to make a sashing row. Press
the seam allowances toward the sashing strips.
Make five rows.

10. Arrange and sew together five vertical
sashing strips from step 8, two A blocks, and two B
blocks, beginning and ending with a sashing strip
as shown in the photo to make a block row. Press
the seam allowances toward the sashing strips.
Make four rows.

11. Sew the block rows and sashing rows
together, beginning with a sashing row and
alternating them as shown in the photo. Press the
seam allowances toward the sashing rows. The
quilt top should measure 50½" x 66½".

12. Sew the fabric F strips together end to end to
make a strip. From the long strip, cut two 66½"long strips and sew them to the sides of the quilt
top. From the remaining strip, cut two 52½"-long
strips and sew them to the top and bottom of the

quilt top to complete the inner border. Press all
seam allowances toward the inner border strips.

13. Sew the fabric G strips together end to end to
make a strip. From the long strip, cut two 68½"long strips and sew them to the sides of the quilt
top. From the remaining strip, cut two 61½"-long
strips and sew them to the top and bottom of the
quilt top to complete the outer border. Press all
seam allowances toward the outer border strips.

14. Layer the quilt top with batting and backing;
baste. Quilt as desired. Using the 2¼"-wide fabric E
strips, bind the edges to finish.

